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In global communication, the insight of a language will enrich the mutual understanding between

foreign and native speakers.  When compared with English, in several languages in Southeast Asia, espe-

cially Thai, the frequent occurrence of zero anaphora or the use of zero pronouns is dominantly typical.

This article reports the study on Thai zero anaphor when it occurs at subject position.  The data came from

50 articles, collected by quota sampling from contemporary newspapers and magazines from 1992 to 2003.

From the analysis, it is remarkable that zero anaphor subjects in Thai sentences can refer to more

different types of antecedent than the ones in English.  Thai zero anaphor subjects in simple, compound and

complex sentences can refer to the antecedent which is the first/ second/ third person, singular/ plural or all

persons.  Moreover, there may be more than one zero anaphor subject in one sentence, and each one refers

to different antecedent.

Since the inference from the mother tongue may cause some problems in communication, the study

of these different characteristics will be beneficial to linguists and foreigners who study Thai, and teachers

of English to Thai students.
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1. Introduction

In global communication, the insight of a

language enriches the mutual understanding between

foreign and native speakers.  When compared with

English, Southeast Asian languages possess several

distinctive features that usually cause misleading,

if not confusing, interpretation. The frequent

occurrence of zero anaphora in Cambodian, Malay

and especially Thai languages, is one dominantly

typical characteristic.

Usually, when a speaker assumes that the listener

shares with him the same understanding or back-

ground knowledge, the noun phrase (NP) that

refers to this ùgiven informationû is omitted and

appears in the sentence as a zero pronoun which is

ùinvisibleû but still meaningful.

Compared with the English counterpart, zero

anaphora occurs more frequently in Thai and can

be classified into four types according to syntactic

functions: SUBJECT, DIRECT OBJECT, INDI-

RECT OBJECT, and MODIFIER and four types of

semantic roles: AGENTIVE, PATIENT, DATIVE/

BENEFACTIVE and GENITIVE and it outnumbers

the English counterparts [1].  No wonder this invis-

ible agent with global meaning naturally causes

problems to English speakers studying Thai and Thai

students studying English alike.

1.1 Development of zero anaphora study

We can find different terms such as ZERO

ANAPHORA, ZERO ANAPHOR, ZERO PRO-

NOUN, NULL ELEMENT and EMPTY CATE-

GORY.  All of them refer to the same constituent

but from different viewpoints. ZERO ANAPHOR

or ZERO PRONOUN refers to the pronoun that is

omitted from a sentence. ZERO ANAPHORA is the

general term that focuses on the relation in which

that pronoun is seen as linked to an antecedent;

NULL ELEMENT is mentioned in Generative

Grammar when we talk about parts of speech such

as null subject; EMPTY CATEGORY is named for

a gap in the structure as analyzed in Government

and Binding Theory.

     Zero anaphora has attracted interest from

quite a few linguists for more than two decades.

They started with Generative Grammar.  Some Thai

linguists for example Surintramont [2], Kobsiriphat

[3] and Hoonchamlong [4] worked with the process

of analyzing and identifying antecedents for zero

anaphora, applying Government and Binding theory,

but especially Control theory.

    Other linguists turn away from Generative

Grammar to Pragmatics Discourse framework.  Fox

[5] provides an account of distribution of a subset

of anaphora in English conversation and expository

prose. Geluykens [6] also shows evidence that the

distribution of anaphora in English conversation can

be determined by the interaction of two pragmatic

principles: the Clarity Principle and the Economy

Principle.  Huang [7] observes that a single or a few

syntactic parameters may never be adequate in

accounting for null subjects and null objects in

several languages. He states that different languages

may require different licensing and identification

strategies, some of which are clearly pragmatic/

discourse in nature. In his cross-linguistic study of

550 languages, Huang [8] provides an account of

binding theory and control theory as well as

various other syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic

approaches to anaphora.  Gutman [9] states further

that only a detailed theory of discourse anaphora

can account for the distribution of third-person

pro-drop in Hebrew, Finnish and Rumanian

languages.

In Functional Grammar framework, Givon

[10] studies about zero anaphora and compares the
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occurrence of this device in different languages.  He

finds that the majority of sentence subjects in Ute,

English, and two English-based pidgins: Spanglish

and Filipinglish, have more zero anaphor or

pronouns rather than the full NPs.  Shokouhi [11]

reports that the occurrences in full NP form are more

numerous in Persian than in English due to the use

of formulaic politeness expressions.  Although zero

anaphora has been found to be pervasive in Persian

conversation, it is constrained by factors such as

turn-taking, repetition, and other interactional

features.

1.2 Interpretation and identification of zero

anaphora

In languages other than English, Huang [12]

focuses on the pragmatic aspects of interpreting

several types of anaphors, including zero anaphors

in Chinese.  He also presents a revised neo-Gricean

pragmatic theory of anaphora [8].  (That is, the

interpretation of certain patterns of anaphora can be

made using general pragmatic inference, depend-

ing on the language userûs knowledge of the range

of options available in the grammar, and of the

systematic use or avoidance of particular linguistic

expressions or structures on particular occasions).

Matras [13] focusing on spoken Kurmanji, a

northwestern Iranian language, identifies tentative

restrictions on zero anaphora in conjoined clauses.

In Thai, Aroonmanakun [14] and [15]

studies zero anaphora in the approach of Natural

Language Processing and assumes that the

resolution of zero pronouns can be done at two

levels: the sentence level and the discourse level.

The resolution at the sentence level can be

implemented on the basis of principles in a sentence

grammar, which is in accordance with the

Government and Binding Theory.  Zero pronouns

that cannot be resolved by the Government and

Binding Theory are resolved on the basis of

discourse principles.

In cognitive aspects, Long and De Ley [16]

are interested in the antecedent of an anaphor in

dialogues and how the antecedent becomes the most

activated entity in the readerûs discourse model.

They suggest that readers use knowledge about the

structure of dialogue to anticipate the antecedent of

an upcoming anaphor.

From the syntactic-semantic viewpoint, I

investigated in 1994 the recoverability of the zero

anaphora in compound and complex sentences.  I

found that the antecedent of a zero anaphor in Thai

can be recovered within three conditions as follows:

1. Syntactic condition:  A zero anaphor

may refer to a specific head noun in specific

sentence structures.

2. Semantic and context condition:  A zero

anaphor may refer to a specific head noun

according to the selectional restrictions between the

verb of that zero anaphor and the probable head

nouns.  For example, a certain verb with the feather

[+ human] indicates that its zero anaphor subject

refers to a human antecedent.

3. Implicit condition:  A zero anaphor does

not always refer to the closest noun phrase or to the

noun phrases recoverable from the immediate

context. In many cases, there is no suitable

antecedent in the whole context.  The reader has to

search for it from the extra-linguistic context, from

background knowledge or from pragmatic rules.

From my study in 2003 [1], which is based

on functional and cognitive approaches, I observed

that Thai zero anaphora performs more syntactic

functions and semantic roles than their English

counterparts.  Its syntactic functions are SUBJECT,

DIRECT OBJECT, INDIRECT OBJECT, and
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MODIFIER and it performs semantic roles as

AGENTIVE, PATIENT, DATIVE/BENEFACTIVE

and GENITIVE.  Thai zero anaphora also exists

without any explicit antecedent in the immediate

context.  From the lyrics used as data, it was

frequently found that Thai zero anaphor refers to

the antecedent at a great distance later and in some

lyrics, the antecedents are even omitted or implicit

throughout the whole lyrics.  In many cases,

several zero anaphors occur continuously, each one

may refer to different antecedents.

From the data in song lyrics as mentioned,

I found that Thai zero anaphor can perform several

semantic roles as well as pronouns or full NPs and

it occurs the most frequently (57.05 %) when

compared with the other two categories.  It is also

remarkable that the majority of zero anaphor

occurs as the subject of the sentence and performs

an AGENTIVE role.

This previous finding is in the same trend

as in other languages studied by Givon [10] and Li

[17].  Though it appears from the study that the

antecedents of Thai zero anaphor subjects are

varied, their recoverability has not been investigated

in details since this was not the focus of the study.

Therefore this present study was particularly

conducted to fulfill the information gap.

1.3 Distribution of zero anaphora in English

Certain explanations by Quirk [18] and

Lock [19] indicate that noun phrase ellipsis or zero

anaphora performs a restricted distribution since it

can occur only in some sentence structures under

limited condition.  It is typically final and anaphoric

except in compound sentences when its antecedent

is in parallel construction in the preceding clause.

Hewings [20] also shows that in relative clauses,

the zero anaphor can occur only when it is the

object.  By all means, English zero anaphora within

one sentence can refer to only one antecedent that

is explicit in the preceding or immediate context.

2. Purpose of the study

This article aims to

2.1 Study the types of antecedents of Thai zero

anaphor subject and compare with the English

counterpart;

2.2 Supply more background knowledge to

English speakers who are studying Thai and

making Thai students aware of their mother tongue

interference in dropping SUBJECT when writing

English;

2.3 Remind English teachers in designing

English supplementary and remedial material for

Thai students.

3. Hypothesis

This study set a hypothesis that Thai zero

anaphor subject can refer to more different types of

antecedents than the English counterpart.

4. Data

The data used in this study came from 5

contemporary newspapers and magazines namely,

Matichon [21], Art and Culture Magazine[22], Sen

Thang Setthee [23], Gourmet and Cuisine [24], and

Tourism Authority of Thailand Magazine [25].  Ten

articles were collected by quota sampling from each

source from 1992 to 2003.  The articles were

studied and analyzed for zero anaphora occurring

as the subject of a verb in simple, compound and

complex sentences.  These zero anaphors are

further analyzed for the recoverability of their

antecedents.  Then they are classified and compared

with equivalent English counterparts.
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5. Findings

From the data, I found that when zero anaphor

subjects performed AGENTIVE role, they can

refer to 4 types of antecedents.  In some limited

conditions, their English counterparts can refer to

the same types of antecedents such as Types 1, 2, 3

but not Type 4.

The 4 types of antecedents are as follows:

Type 1 First-person SUBJECT

Type 2 Second-person SUBJECT

Type 3 Third-person singular/plural

SUBJECT

Type 4 First/second/third/person/all-person

SUBJECT

5.1 Type 1 Zero anaphora as first-person

SUBJECT.

Examples:

1.1) Thai:  «—ππ’È¢Õ‡≈à“‡√◊ËÕß¥’Ê ¢Õß‡¬“«™π —°
«—π

Today Ø tell good story about young

people once

English: ùToday let me tell a good story

about young people onceû

1.2) Thai: ‡™◊ËÕ«à“À≈“¬§π‰¡à‡§¬‰ª™¡
Ø believe that many people not used

to visit

English: ùI believe that many people

have never been thereû

In Examples 1.1) and 1.2), zero anaphors

occur as the SUBJECT of the verb ùtellû and ùbelieveû

respectively.  It is grammatical in Thai to omit the

SUBJECT here because the AGENT of the verb in

each sentence is clearly understood that it refers to

the writer himself/herself and therefore its

antecedent is first person singular.

In English version, the first person singular

subject of the verb ùtellû in 1.1) and the verb ùbelieveû

in 1.2) can not be omitted.  The sentence 1.1) is

acceptable only if it is changed into imperative form.

As for the sentence 1.2), the zero anaphor subject is

not acceptable.  In other case, if the structure is a

compound sentence, the subject of the verb ùbelieveû

can be omitted but not in a complex sentence, as in:

1.2 a) I/We discover this place and Ø

believe that many people have never been there.

Thai: ¢â“æ‡®â“/‡√“ §âπæ∫ ∂“π∑’Ëπ’È ·≈–‡™◊ËÕ«à“
À≈“¬§π‰¡à‡§¬‰ª™¡

1.2 b) *I/We discover this place where Ø

believe that many people have never been there.

Thai: ¢â“æ‡®â“/‡√“ §âπæ∫ ∂“π∑’Ëπ’È ´÷Ëß‡™◊ËÕ«à“
À≈“¬§π‰¡à‡§¬‰ª™¡

This shows that Zero anaphora as first-per-

son (singular/plural) SUBJECT in English occurs

only in the coordinated clause of the compound

sentence structure whereas it occurs deliberately in

all types of sentences in Thai.

5.2 Type 2 Zero anaphora as second-person

(singular/plural) SUBJECT.

Examples:

2.1) Thai: ∂â“®–‡∂’¬ß«à“‰ª∑“ß‡§√◊ËÕß∫‘π°Á‰¥â...
if  Ø argue that Ø go by plane can

English: ùIf you argue that you can go

by plane…û

2.2) Thai: ...∫‘πµ√ß®“° °.∑.¡ ‰¡à‡ÀÁπ¬“°
Ø fly directly from Bangkok Ø see no

difficulty

English: ùYou can fly directly from

Bangkok.  Youûll have no difficultyû.

In these above examples, zero anaphors

occur as SUBJECT of the verb ùargueû, ùgoû ùflyû

and ùseeû.  It is grammatical in Thai because these

zero anaphors subjects refer to the reader who is, in

the writerûs particular aspect, the person to whom

he is telling the story.  Therefore these zero anaphors
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can be interpreted as second-person (singular/

plural) SUBJECTS.

In English, the only sentence structure that

permits second-person zero anaphor subject is

imperative.  However, it is not grammatical to omit

subjects in complex sentences such as the if-clause

structure as in Example 2.1) or a simple sentence as

in 2.2).

5.3 Type 3 Zero anaphora as third-person

(singular/plural) SUBJECT.

Examples:

3.1) Thai: ‡¥Á°™“¬...‡≈à“„Àâøíß«à“‡ÀÁπ ¿“æ§π
µ‘¥¬“„π™ÿ¡™π·≈â«√Ÿâ ÷° ß “√ ‡æ√“–‡ªìπ∑’Ë√—ß‡°’¬®¢Õß
 —ß§¡

The boy…tell Ø
1
 listen that Ø

2
 see

condition addicts in community then Ø
3
 feel pity

because Ø
4
 are disgusted by society.

English:  ùThe boy told me that he felt

pity when he saw addictsû condition in the commu-

nity because they were disgusted by societyû.

3.2) Thai: ≈Õß§‘¥¿“æ§π¬◊π‡¢â“·∂«¬“«...‡¡◊ËÕ
∂÷ß§‘«‰¥â°â“«‡¢â“‰ª¬◊π„π√â“π∑’Ë¡’‰ø «à“ß‰ « ªŸæ◊Èπæ√¡πÿà¡
®π·∑∫≈ßπÕπ‰¥âπ—Èπ ®–¡’§«“¡ ÿ¢¢π“¥‰Àπ

Ø
1
 try imagine people in long queue…

when Ø
2
 reach the turn Ø

3
 able to step in to the well-

lit shop laid with carpet so soft that Ø
4
 can almost

lie down, Ø
5
 will  have what happiness

English: ùYou may try to imagine that

people in long queue…when they reach their turn

and step into the well-lit shop laid with carpet so

soft that they can almost lie down, how would they

feel happy?

In Examples 3.1) and 3.2), it is noticeable

that zero anaphors occur several times in one

sentence and they refer to different persons. This

particular characteristic is different from English

zero anaphor which refers to one antecedent in one

sentence.

In Example 3.1), the first zero anaphor

occurs as the OBJECT of the verb ùtellû and

performs the PATIENT role but we will not discuss

about it because this is not the focus of this present

study.  Those who are interested in details about

the semantic roles of zero anaphora in Thai may read

about them in my previous investigation [1].

The second and third zero anaphors in 3.1)

refer to the boy, so they are third-person (singular)

SUBJECTS of the verbs ùseeû and ùfeelû.  The fourth

zero anaphor refers to the addicts who were

disgusted, so this is the third-person (plural)

SUBJECT of the verb ùdisgustû and performs the

PATIENT role.

In Example 3.2), the first zero anaphor

refers to the reader so it is the second-person

SUBJECT of the verb ùtryû.  The second up to the

fifth zero anaphors that follow in the sentence refer

to the people who have been waiting in a long queue.

They are the third-person (plural) SUBJECTS of the

verbs ùreachû, ùstepû, ùlieû and ùhave happinessû in

Thai version or ùfeel happyû in English version.  The

recoverability of these zero anaphors in Thai is

interpreted from the implicit immediate context

which is not always applicable in English.

Moreover, English zero anaphor subjects

are permissible in coordinate clause of compound

sentences but this condition is not applicable to the

original readings of Examples 3.1) and 3.2).  In

particular, when the different subject of the verb

firstly occurs in the sentence, a full NP or a pronoun

is required so the occurrence of zero anaphors which

refer to different antecedents as in these examples

are not grammatical.
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5.4 Type 4 Zero anaphora as first/second/

third-person or all-person SUBJECTS.

Examples:

4.1) Thai:  ¡—¬π’È¢Õß°‘πÕ–‰√°Áµ“¡ °‘π·≈â«‰¡à
∑”„ÀâÕâ«π ‰¡à¡’‰¢¡—π ®–‰¥â√—∫§«“¡π‘¬¡

nowadays any food Ø
1
 eat Ø

2
 not make

Ø
3
 fat Ø

4
 not contains  any fat Ø

5
will receive

popularity

English: ùNowadays, any food I/you/

they/whoever eats, that doesnût make me/you/ them/

whomever fat and doesnût contain fat, will be

popularû.

4.2) Thai: À—π ấ“¬·≈¢«“‰ªµ“¡∑âÕß∂ππ...‡ªìπ
µâÕß‰¥â‡ÀÁπ·≈–‰¥â¬‘π‡ ’¬ß√∂®—°√¬“π¬πµå ¥—ß°√–À÷Ë¡‰ª
∑—Ë«∫√‘‡«≥

Ø
1
 turn left, Ø

2
 look right…Ø

3
 must see

and Ø
4 
hear motorcycles roaring go all the area.

English: ùWhen I/you/they/whoever

turns to the left or looks to the right, I/you/they/

whoever must see and hear motorcycles roaring all

over the area.û

In the above examples, zero anaphors

occur as SUBJECTS and OBJECT of several verbs.

In 4.1) the first zero anaphor is the subject of the

verb ùeatû and it is possible to interpret that it refers

to all-person, that is, the writer himself, the reader

or someone in general, the consumer whoever it is,

or all of them as the AGENT of the verb.  Another

possible interpretation is that this zero anaphor may

refer to any food as the PATIENT of the verb.  The

second and the fourth zero anaphors are the

subjects of the verb ùmakeû and ùcontainû which   refer

to the food.  The third zero anaphor is the   object of

the verb ùmakeû which refers to the all-person as

mentioned previously.

In Example 4.2), the first, second, third and

fourth zero anaphors are subjects of the verb ùturnû,

ùlookû, ùseeû and ùhearû respectively.  They may also

refer to all-person, that is, the writer himself, the

reader or pedestrians.  All the antecedents in these

two examples are recovered through implicit

context which is not always applicable in English.

Though the continuous occurrence of zero anaphora

is frequent in Thai, the recoverability is sometimes

ambiguous and the type of all-person antecedent

can be interpreted differently and subjectively.

Nevertheless, it is acceptable in Thai though not in

English.

5.5 Statistics of the findings

From the total occurrence of entire zero

anaphora in the data, Type 3 with third-person

singular and plural antecedents occurs the most

frequently, which constitutes 55.07%.  The second

in frequency is Type 4, the all-person antecedent, at

29.88%, the third is Type 1, the first-person

antecedent, at 11.52%.  The least frequent group

is Type 2, second-person antecedent type, which

constitutes only 3.6%.  The pie chart of this

statistics is shown below:
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5.6 Interpretation of the findings

From the statistics, most Thai zero anaphor

subjects in the data refer to third-person (singular/

plural) antecedents.  It can be interpreted that this

phenomenon is natural since the data came from

narrative types of writing.  Because it is the

one-way communication from a writer to the

readers, the ùgiven informationû then mostly

concerns the third party. Consequently, the zero

anaphors referring to third-person antecedents

frequently occurs.  Different phenomenon may

occur in face-to-face conversations, dialogues,

letters and songs when the speaker corresponds

directly with the listener or seems to do as such.  In

this situation, the first-person and the second

person are not necessarily mentioned and tend to be

omitted as zero anaphors referring to first and

second-person antecedents more than other types.

As for the all-person antecedent, the second

highest percentage type in this study, it can be

interpreted that in some informal writing, the writer

may want to construct a friendly atmosphere or to

convince the readers to accept his ideas.  He would

appear to be less detached from the readers when

he uses zero anaphora referring to all-person

antecedents because he seems to integrate into the

same group as the readers or whoever in general.  It

is also possible that, according to Thai social

etiquette, the proper address terms to individual

persons cause difficulties for the writer because he

doesnût know who his readers will be, so zero

anaphora is a convenient alternative.

6. Conclusion

From the investigation, Thai zero anaphor which

occurs as the SUBJECT and performs an

AGENTIVE role can refer to first, second, or third

person, singular or plural.  Moreover, it can refer to

all persons according to individual interpretation.

In one sentence, there may be more than one zero

anaphor and each one may refer to different

persons, as in examples 3.1 and 3.2 above.

I can compare the characteristics of Thai and

English zero anaphor SUBJECTS as follows:

Fig. 1  Antecedents of Thai Zero Anaphor Subjects
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The result of the analysis shows that whereas

English zero anaphor subject is permissible in

limited conditions, Thai zero anaphor subject can

occur abundantly and deliberately.  In particular, it

can refer to more different types of antecedents than

the English counterpart and this evidently supports

the hypothesis of the study.

7. Discussion

It is clearly seen that zero anaphor SUBJECTS

occur abundantly and freely in Thai. They can

perform more functions in the sentence and express

more meanings than in English.  These different

characteristics may cause problems to Thai students.

When they speak or write English, the interference

from Thai may cause them confusion then they

inclined to drop their SUBJECTS and thus commit

grammatical errors.  In order to raise the studentsû
awareness, and to help them eliminate these errors,

English teachers may prepare supplementary and

remedial exercises based on these different

characteristics between Thai and English mentioned

in this study.

Foreigners who study Thai may apply the

results of this study when they are confronted with

ambiguous interpretations of zero anaphora.

Considering the frequent occurrence of third-

person and all-person antecedents- both types

constitute about 84% of the entire occurrence of zero

anaphor subjects- they tend to be a refuge for

non-Thai natives who are not acquainted with this

typical characteristics of the Thai language.

I would also like to suggest for further studies

about interpretation of zero anaphora in other South-

east Asian languages that would enrich the global

knowledge of linguists and language students.
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